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Conducting and Mitigating Portable Thermal Imaging Attacks on User
Authentication using AI-driven Methods

SHAUN ALEXANDER MACDONALD, NORAH ALOTAIBI, MD SHAFIQUL ISLAM, and MO-

HAMED KHAMIS, University of Glasgow, UK

Thermal cameras have become portable enough to integrate into wearables, such as glasses, and can be used maliciously to infer
passwords observing heat traces left on keyboards, keypads and screens. While prior work showed how AI-driven approaches can be
used to further enhance the effectiveness of these attacks, we use similar approaches to detect vulnerable interfaces and obfuscate heat
traces to defend against thermal attacks. At our Augmented Humans 2023 demo, attendees will have the chance to use a thermal
camera to observe thermal traces on a keyboard, and observe how machine learning can both automatically identify keys pressed
based and identify, then obfuscate, thermal images of a keyboard to prevent thermal attacks. This demo will provoke thought and
discussion about the security risks presented by discrete, wearable thermal cameras and how these risks can be mitigated by both
designers and users.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy→ Usability in security and privacy; Privacy protections; • Computing methodologies
→ Computer vision; Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Thermal cameras have become increasingly affordable and portable in recent years, and are on the cusp of easily
augmenting users in the wild [10]. Consumers can purchase a thermal camera for only $150 to discretely augment their
smartphones, and researchers have successfully integrated thermal cameras into wearable glasses and displays [2, 3, 10]
(see Figure 1). This raises security concerns, however, as thermal cameras have been shown capable of enabling thermal

attacks [1, 8, 9, 16]. This category of effective side-channel attacks functions by capturing a thermal image of a keyboard,
keypad or touchscreen following user authentication, which then reveals heat traces that indicate the keys or areas
pressed, and in what order, allowing deduction of the user’s password or pattern. A near future where thermal cameras
can be discretely worn and used therefore poses new security risks for commonly used interfaces, like ATMs, keyboards
and smartphones; risks which designers must understand and be prepared to account for.

In the course of three ongoing research projects we are investigating the security and privacy risks of thermal
imaging and how they can be mitigated, in order to tackle this emerging problem space. Prior work has shown thermal
attacks can be used to identify passwords are visually inspected by non-experts [4, 17] or more accurately when
analysed following image processing [1, 16]. Our research builds on prior work by assessing how machine learning, an
increasingly accessible technology, may be used by attackers to automate the identification of authentication interfaces
and deduction of passwords, codes or patterns from thermal traces. Our approach is to then leverage machine learning
in a defensive capacity by automatically identifying vulnerable interfaces and mitigate thermal attacks upon them,
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Fig. 1. Examples of how thermal cameras are becoming more portable, discrete and usable in everyday scenarios Left: Illustration of
possible future wearable thermal camera, based on current research prototype [10]. Right: Thermal camera smartphone add-on [13].

while not otherwise inhibiting the function of thermal cameras. This Augmented Humans demonstration will raise
awareness of potential ubiquity of thermal attack risk, demonstrate our mitigation approaches and enable attendees to
explore this topic from several angles. They will be able to experience performing thermal attacks and observe how
machine learning can automate the detection of, and attacks on, vulnerable interfaces. Additionally, attendees will be
able to try user-centered mitigation strategies and observe their efficacy, as well as observe how machine learning can
enable automated obfuscation of thermal feeds featuring sensitive interfaces.

2 MOTIVATION AND IMPACT

First investigated in 2011 by Mowery [16], research in the years since have repeatedly found thermal imaging effective
at conducting side-channel attacks on keyboards [8], keypads [14] and touchscreens [1]. Unlike shoulder surfing attacks
which require real-time observation of user authentication, thermal attacks can be conducted in the window of time
after the victim has entered their details and then left their device unattended, making them easier to perform. Prior
work has found passwords can be retrieved by a thermal image taken within 60 seconds [12, 16], and consistently from
images taken within 30-40 seconds [1, 12, 17]. Furthermore, the order in which regions of interest were touched (be it
keys or areas of a touchscreen) can be identified by observing which heat traces are least intense to most intense [1, 16].

While this threat was previously somewhat inhibited by the cost and form factor of thermal cameras, it is now
poised to become far more accessible and commonplace concern. Thermal cameras are available for as little as $150, can
discreetly augment smartphones and recently also Humans. For example, Faltaous et al. and Abdelrahman et al. have
demonstrated its imminent potential to augment wearable glasses and goggles [2, 3, 10]. Wearable, portal and discrete
thermal cameras present an increased security risk in many common real-world scenarios, from public keypads on
ATMs, to keyboards in office spaces and smartphones left unattended after being unlocked, without an attacker having
to take any overt or noticeable action to indicate they are performing a thermal attack.

This means that, while user-centered mitigation strategies have been proposed, such as pressing one’s hand against
the interface to leave masking heat traces [1], priming one’s hands with a cold object [5], or wearing gloves [12], it is also
prudent to consider hardware-centered interventions to automatically mitigate this risks. Prior work has investigated
changing authentication interfaces to increase resilience to thermal attacks. For example alternative authentication
schemes could be employed, such as biometrics [6], mid-air gestures [11], or using a privacy enhanced keyboard (PEK)
[15]. Such solutions would, however, require changing to a wide variety of new and legacy interfaces that are distributed
on a societal scale, making them impractical to apply or enforce. Instead we propose a solution targeting a single point
of failure, by preventing thermal cameras themselves from being used in thermal attacks.
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Work by Alotaibi et al. has demonstrated the ability for a deep learning object detection model, Mask RCNNs, to
automatically detect keyboards and key-presses in a thermal image [7, 8]. This demonstration will display our current
research, utilising the same automatic detection to create thermal cameras systems which obfuscate authentication
interfaces, preventing thermal attacks as they happen and whether or not they were detected by the potential victim.
This solution could form inform future policy or thermal camera design in order to largely eliminate the risk of thermal
attacks. In addition to displaying our research and implementation, this demonstration will also raise awareness of
ubiquitous thermal attacks, allowing attendees to consider human-centered and system-centered mitigation solutions
when designing secure interactions between augmented humans and authentication interfaces.

3 DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES AND REQUIREMENTS

The thermal attacks demonstration at Augmented Humans will house two setups consisting in total of two laptops, two
external monitors, two external keyboards, one Raspberry Pi, one hand-held FLIR thermal camera, and one OPTRIS
thermal camera attached to the table edge by an adjustable arm. Both setups will feature the ability for attendees to
interact with the demonstration, as well as additional elements which the demonstrators will present to the attendees.

Fig. 2. Setup 1 - Left: The handheld FLIR thermal camera used in, pointed as a keyboard. Middle: Heat traces captured following key
presses on a keyboard. Right: Heat traces preemptively obfuscated following identification by machine learning.

The first setup will allow attendees to go hands-on with a portable FLIR thermal camera (see Figure 2) and experience
how it can enable people augmented with this technology to observe passwords after they have been entered. Attendees
will be able enter example passwords on the external keyboard and then use the camera to see the heat traces they
left and identify the keys pressed. Additionally, they will be able try out two thermal attack mitigation strategies
proposed in prior work that users can enact themselves: swiping their hands along the keys after entering a password
to mask it with additional heat traces and priming their hands on a cold surface (in this case an ice pack) to reduce the
thermal traces they leave. They can then observe how these actions impact the thermal image on the camera. Via an
external monitor will show how YOLO, a deep learning model running on a Raspberry Pi 1, can use the FLIR to identify
keyboards in real time. Due to limitations, we will not be able to conduct live machine learning detection of the keys
pressed during the demo, but will display prior examples of thermal images of heat traces on keyboards and how they
were identified with machine learning on a laptop.

1GitHub Repository for YOLO model: github.com/MdShafiqu/Thermal-Imaging-Project
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The second setup will feature an OPTRIS thermal camera mounted via an arm in a fixed position above the desk,
facing down to the second external keyboard. The second external monitor and laptop will show the live thermal video
feed from the camera which will be used to demonstrate our real-time obfuscation algorithm. As in the first setup,
attendees will be able to leave thermal on the keyboard and observe them via the camera feed. However, once the
demonstrator activates the obfuscation, attendees will instead observe how the Mask RCNNs deep learning model
automatically detects the keyboard [8], allowing application of a filter which hides thermal traces (see Figure 3.)
Attendees will be able to move the keyboard around the desk and observe how the obfuscation tracks it in real-time.
Due to limitations in processing power the real-time demonstration will not run smoothly, but will still effectively
demonstrate the obfuscation technique and how it dynamically can track and detect the keyboard as it moves.

Fig. 3. Setup 2 - Left: An OPTRIS Camera (A) pointing toward an external keyboard (B). Middle: A thermal image of heat traces left
on the keyboard following authentication. Right: Pixelation obfuscation filter applied automatically after the machine learning model
detects the keyboard.

4 CONCLUSION

As thermal cameras have become highly affordable and portable and can now be integrated into wearable form factors,
suggesting a future where they can easily augment users in the wild. Our work on thermal attacks on user authentication
draws attention to the security risks of this imminent future and how machine learning can be used to both enhance
and prevent these attacks. This interactive demonstration should provoke thought and discussion within the attendees
of Augmented Humans 2023 about the security challenges posed by thermal cameras and provide future directions in
the form of both user-focused and system-focused mitigation strategies.
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